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Section 1. Selection

Question 1. [10 marks]

a) Write a method for the XOR operation, which is true if exactly one argument
is true using only “if” statements, tests for equality whereneeded and “return”
statements. Use the following template:

public boolean xor ( boolean a, boolean b )
{

if (a) if (b==false) return true;
if (b) if (a==false) return true;
return false;

}

Marking negatively: -1 for wrong operation for any boolean input combination.
[2]

b) Assumechoice is a character variable. Write a switch statement to execute
method1() andmethod3() if choice has a value of ‘b’;method2() if
choice has a value of ‘c’; andmethod1() if choice has a value of ‘d’. The
order of statements is not important - reorder them so that your switch statement
uses a minimum number of break statements.

switch (choice)
{

case ‘c’ : method2();
break;

case ‘b’ : method3();
case ‘d’ : method1();

}

Marked negatively: -1 for each of{wrong switch variable, error in switch struc-
ture, more or less than one break, wrong position for break, wrong constant(s),
wrong statements}

[4]
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c) With reference to thedangling else problem:

i. Explain what it is.

ii. Write a fragment of code to illustrate where it occurs.

iii. Fix your code to prevent/avoid the pitfall.

i. Explain what it is.

When the compiler does not know which unfinished if to match an else to.
[1]

ii. Write a fragment of code to illustrate where it occurs.

if (a)
if (b)

c();
else

d();

[2]

iii. Fix your code to prevent/avoid the pitfall.

if (a)
{

if (b)
c();

}
else

d();

[1]

[4]
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